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Bugs bunny girlfriend meme

Who didn't like the Loony Toons growing up? And I can tell, Bunny Bugs is probably the most popular bunny cartoon ever. The reassely bunny rabbits rabbit equipment at the elmer Fudd's expense still makes people of all ages laugh. Pronouns matter, anyone? Although many of us grew up and couldn't make time to watch their Saturday morning cartoon, at
least we have some classic memes we can browse sitting on the toilet. You can pretend that's not where you're reading this, but we both know. So sit on this porcelain seat and enjoy our beloved anime designs.1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43.
44. 45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 50. 51. 52. 53. Browse: Cartoon Looney Toons Memes Cartoons Like Us on Facebook! One of the earliest examples of the scene being used as a meme from June 8th, 2020, when Imgur user WhatDoYouokLike posted a version of the site under the Prove Title me wrong. The memory (shown below) received about 144,000 views,
2,700 points and 275 comments. On June 8th, 2020, YouTuber Something AthingDraw downloaded a video version of the memory under the Heading Soviet Bugs Bunny (shown below), receiving nearly 5,000 views, 157 likes and 50 comments. On Twitter, Bugs Communist Bunny also often used as a simple reaction to replies to various tweets. Dowwre
Users can be seen tweeting one such example on June 13th, 2020, as a response to a caption above, my girl is so talented, bigger fans, and nossa girls (or our girl in English). iFunny Slumpire users uploaded another version on June 21st, 2020 (see below). Redditor Jahanzaib69 posted a variant on June 23rd, 2020, in the r/dancmes on the Komrade
Homer title. The post (shown below) has focused on 35,200 times and commented on 108 times. On June 23rd, 2020, redditor AMIS7 posted a U.S. reference version of the r/dankmemes subreddit, receiving almost 59,000 upvotes, 582 comments and three reddit prizes (seen below). Various examples of Model Warner Bros. theater cartoon characters lower
for the singer, see Lola Bunny (singer). This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the Speakers page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This article may need to recruit to comply with Wikipedia's quality standards. You can help. The page may contain suggestions. (January 2021) This article
can be written from split points of view, rather than a net point of view. Please clean it up to conform it to a higher standard of quality, and make it clean in tone. (January 2021) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Lola BunnyLooney Tunes characterLola Bunny as seen in Jam
Spaces.First AppearanceSpace Jam (1996) Create byHerschel WeingrodTimothy HarrisLeo BenventiSteve Rudnivoiced by South Soucie (1996–2000, 2015–present) Britt McKillip Wiig (2011-2014) Rachel Ramras (2015)Carla Delaney (2016)[2][3]In-University InformationSpeciesRabbitGemaleFemaleSignifyant OtherBugs BunyRe ProlaxativeSWalter Bunny
(father of Looney Tunes Show), Patricia Bunny (mother of looney Tunes Show) Lola Bunny is a Character Tines Cartoon Animal Looney brought as an anthropomorphic rabbit created by Warner War Bros. Studios. He is generally described as Bunny's Bugs girlfriend. He first appeared in 1996's 1996 space film Jam.[4] Jam Lola's history space appeared in
the 1996 jam space film. It has colored aquarium eyes and a little hour face. Lola is voice by Kath Soucie in the film. Lola was created to serve as a romantic interest for Bugs. Lola has a sore body, wear tight clothes, and possess sexually when she first appeared on screen. In response, Pugs is instantly smitten with several other male characters to ogle him.
[5] Lola demonstrated her basketball skills, and the film makes use of a Tex Avery-style gag regarding the male libido: Bugs float up in the air before collided back to the floor. The scene recalled in Wolfie from Red Hot Riding Hood (1943), an Avery Tex character that was created defined by his exaggerated wolf snorkeling. Throughout the film, there is a sub-
draw of whether there will be a romance between Lola and Bugs. The sub-plot concludes with a conventional resolution. Lola is almost injured by one of the opponents in the basketball game, and the Pugs saved him. Bugs receive her grateful side during the game, and kiss her back after she finishes, and Lola reacts to her own text Avery-style gag on female
libido.[5] Lola's personality is a combination of the Hawksian woman, symbols, and archetypes fatal farms. It's a tough talk, no meaningful woman who is very independent and self-reliant. He is both very sleek and highly seductive in his behaviour. His catchphrase is Never Called Me ''Doll'. [5] As animation Tony Cervone explained, Lola was originally
intended to be more of a tomboy, but the production team feared that it would appear too masculine. So they chose to highlight it's attributes of faltering as well. [5] After Jam Space, Lola regularly appeared in solo stories of the merchandise Looney Tunes comic published by DC Comic. It will return to Space Jam: A New Legacy, and Soucie darn her voice
role.[6] Tweety's high-flying adventure appeared as a reporter of the direct-to-video Adventure Tweety's high-flying film. He was traveling again by Kath Soucie. He was also a news reporter at Tunes Looney's game: Space Race also in 2000. Baby Looney Tunes in the baby series Looney Tunes, it's like his older counterpart, he's got a tomboyish train and an
affinity for basketball. He is voice by Britt McKillip. Unleashed loonatics in the action comedy Loonatics Unleashed, her descendants are Lexi Bunny. [8] Lexi has a and sports, video games, and it provides an important place in his appearance. It has various powers, such as superhuman strengths, supervising audiences, or the ability to project pink rays in
energy. She was spoken by Jessica Dikco. The Looney Show's Lola Bunny as seen at The Looney China Show. Lola also appeared at the Looney Tunes Show, where he was voiced by Kristen Wiig. As opposed to his personality in Jam Space, he was deported as a scentric rabbit and cheerfully tends to obsess over pugs, which he refers to as Bun-Bun- He
is very dedicated to goals achieved, but often tends to forget what he did. Lola is mostly involved in rare situations, either created by himself or when accompanied by His friend Daffy. Bugs nevertheless appear to enjoy having it around, even surprise herself when declaring herself her companion at Dat Double where she helped Daffy find courage to ask Tina
Russo out on a date. Later in the series, Bugs and Lola are seen in several episodes to spend time with each other. Lola's rich parents Walter (voice by John O'Hurley) and Patricia (voice by Delisle Grey in Season 1, Wendi McLendon-Covey in Season 2) appeared in the show as well. Lola is playing in games Looney Tunes Mayhem released on iOS and
Android in 2018. Looney Tunes: Bunny Chase Lola is one of the two lead characters in the film's straight-to-video Looney Tunes: Bunny Chase, which is described with the same appearance on the show at Looney Tunes. [10] Although she and Bugs don't know each other, removing her obsession with her, it is still showing as a rabbit and rackless young
bunny, who has the same behavior from show at the Looney Tunes Show. Lola is the voice by Ramras Ramras. [11] New Looney tunes new Looney Tunes La Portrait Lola as a happy and friendly character. It appears in the Segments of Haiti in the thrill, Lola Rider and Rhoda Derby. Her appearance is the same on Show At Looney Tunes, although she's
wearing a different team. He consistently shows secularity and maintains the attitude of his care. His entire side and adventures appear in some episodes, where he does various sports. Actor Voices since Lola Bunny's first appearance in 1996, the cartoon character has been voiced by a variety of voice actors. For the majority of Looney Tunes's series,
Lola's character was voice by Kath Soucie, an American actress and voice actress. Soucie was Lola's voice in Jam Space (1996), Tweety's high-flying adventure (2000), Looney Tunes Racing (2000), Looney Tunes: Space Race (2000), Looney Tunon webtoons (2001-2005), Looney Tunes Off (2010) and New Looney Tunes (2015). [12] Voice Australian
actress Robyn Moore voices Lola in numerous live shows of War Brushes. Cinema World, starting in 2002 with the character's voice in shows such as Looney Tunes Income Music (1991; 2002 version), Looney Tunes: What's in Stone?! (2008), with Looney Tunes on Ice (2010). In addition, Britt McKillip was the actress Lola's voice in baby shower Tunes
(2002) and Baby Looney Tunes' Egg-Tradine Adventure (2003). [13] Jessica Dikko voices Lexi in Loonatics Unleashed. In 2011, American actress, comedian, writeer, and producer, Kristen Wiig, voices Lola at the Looney Tunes Show. For her portrayal, Wiig received several nominations and won the Voice of the People Acting Award in 2011. [14] Rachel
Ramras voices Lola in Scooby Doo &amp; Looney's Meloy Universal: Adventure (2014)[15] and Looney Tunes: Bunny Chase (2015). [16] Carla Delaney voices Lola in Daffy Kanna Dancing Cut (2016). [2][3] Kath Soucie will voice Lola to preserves space: A new legacy. [17] Appearance of drawing and short space appearance movies (1996) Tweety's High
Appearance (2000) Rabbit Run (2015) Space Jam 2 (2021) Appearance TV Baby Looney Tunes (2002-20006) Loonatics Unleashed (2005-2005-20006) Loonatics Unleashed (2005-2005-20006) 2007) Exhibitions at Looney Show (2011-2014) New Looney Tunes (2015-2019) Brief Date's Appearance with Don'ts (Webtoon) (2005) Lola Bunny was also
featured in a webtoon on looneytunes.com, entitled Dating Dos and Don'ts. During this webtoon, in the form of a fifty educational film, Bugs Bunny attempted to take Lola out on a date, but Elmer Fudd and Lola's disagree dad (voice by Tom Kenny) prevented him. The appearance of video game Lola appeared in various video games, the character was the
character playing in Bunny Bugs &amp; Lola Bunny: Surgery patch carrots. She's voice by Kath Soucie at Scooby-Doo! &amp; Looney Meloy: Cartoon Adventure is universal, where she is voice by Rachel Ramras. Space Jam (Playstation) (1996) Bugs Bunny &amp; Lola Bunny: Operation Patch Carrot (Game Boy Color) (1998) Looney Tunes: Marvin Hits
Back! (Game Boy Shed) (2000) Looney Tunes: Race Space (Dreamcast, PlayStation 2) (2000) Looney Tunes Racing (Game Boy Color, PlayStation) (2000) Scooby-Doo! &amp; looney meloy: Cartoon Adventure (Windows, Nintendo 3DS) (2014) Looney Tunes Mayhem (iOS, Android) (2018) Reception and Legacy since its first appearances, Lola quickly
became a fan-favorite with an iconic character to form the Looney Tunes franchise. [18] [19] [20] It was often considered an animated sex symbol. [21] [22] In 2020, it was named the most attractive character around the world based on global search volume per month. [23] [24] [25] Shannon Carlin Bustle.com praised Lola from Jam Space, calling him trust
and talent. [26] PopDust.com called Hot and Attractive Lola. [27] Lola from the Looney Tunes Show was well received by critics. CBR.com ranked Lola and Bugs No. 2 of the best Romancess from boyish cartoons, which declare that it is much more alive and vapid than in Jam Space, and it is beautiful and funny to watch. [28] IGN.com praised the character,
calling him a crazy but good character and Kristen Wiig doing a phenomenal job. [29] WhatCulture.com Lola calls more interesting compared to her first appearances, which declares that Lola in this show is spread – brains, weird, and incredibly in-placed, making it' more interesting and funny as a result.. [30] Jonathan North of Rotoscopers.com commended
Lola from the same series, saying that she brought out Lola's character far better than his debut in Space Jam did. [31] Lola and her Toon squad crew have also gained contemporary popularity in pop and street culture. Lola and others now often appear in graphic designs on a wide plethora of merchandise. He #10 tuneSquad uniform has also become an
Iiconik symbol for sucked basketball players. [summons needed] As a result, Lola has become a popular option to suit modern Halloween, often paired with her bugs partner Bugs Bunny. Additionally, Toon Squad characters now make frequent appearance in urban style, often they describe bringing hip-hop appearance. This style was popularized by urban
designers 1980s, Shirt Kings. [summons needed] Streetwear continues to draw on Looney Tunes for inspiration, with the 2017 Reverse x Looney Tunes Sneaker collaboration providing a recent example. Author Kevin Sandler said Lola Bunny was created as a female merchandise counterpart in Bugs Bugs Bunny. [32] The original merchandise Lola Bunny is
now selling for far more than its original price on real markets. For example, original doll currently sells for hundreds of dollars on eBay. [summons needed] However, Lola Bunny is not the only character to see a rise in contemporary popularity, as the original Looney Tunes merchandise overall gained porches value. Accolades Kristen Wiig who brought Lola
Bunny to the Looney Tunes received several nomination for her work and won 1 Behind the Voice Actors Award. Award Year Award Category Nomine 2011 Tunes Looney's Award Show Voice BTVA Men's Acting Best Female Vocal Performance in a TV series in a role supporting Kristen Wiig for the voice of Lola bunny Role [14] 20 12 Looney's Survey
Shows PrimMy's First Enemy PrimMy Installation Voice-On Performance Kristen Wiig For The Voice Of Lola Bunny Episode: Date Double Nomination [33] 2013 Tunes In Looney Show BTVA TV Voice Acting Award best female lead performance Vocal in a TV series - Comedy /Music Kristen Wiig for the Voice of Lola Bunny Nominated [34] 2016 Looney
Tunes: Bunny Running BTVA TV A Premium acting best Vocal Female performance in a special TV/direct title-to-DvD or Rachel Ramra short for the voice of Lola Bunny Nominated [35] See also beard bunny honey reference ^ Brit McKilplip. IMDb. Retrieved 16 June 2020. ^ a b ON.THEIR VOICE. Retrieved 30 November 2020. ^ a b Daffy Duck Dance Off.
Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 2020-12-05. ^ Sandler, Kevin (1998). Reading the Rabbit: Exploration of Warner Bros. Animation, p. 9. Rutgers University Sur. ISBN 0813525381 ^ a c e Sandler (2001), p. 141-143 ^ 'Space Jam: A New Legacy' Share Sneak Peek Featuring LeBron James in Tune Squadron Jersey. Complex. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^
Erickson, Hal (Ed.) (2005). Cartoon animated TV show: A Encyclopedia, 1949 until 2003, 2nd edition, p. 105. mcFarland &amp;gt; furniture ISBN 078642256 ^ Dallas Morning News (17 September 2005). 'Beep-beep' gives way to yawn-yawn (subscription required) ^ Vanguardia (Mexico) (15 months August 2011). Husky a TV Bugs are Lola Bunny (in
Spanish) ^ Bugs Bunny returns to direct-to-Video 'Bunny Run'. cartoon brew. 2015-05-05. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ Chitwood, Adam (2015-04-30). Looney Tunes: Bunny Chase trailer teass new animated film. Collider.com. Retrieve 2016-09-28. ^ Lola Bunny Voice – Looney Tunes Franchise. Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 2019-11-27. ^ Britt McKillip.
IMDb. Retrieved 2019-11-27. ^ a b 2011 BTVA Voice Act Award. Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ Scooby Doo &amp; Looney Meloy Universal Cartoon: Adventure. Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 2019-11-27. � March looney: Hare runs, recovering 2019-11-27 ^ 'Jam Space: A New Legacy' Share Sneak Peek Featuring James LeBron
in Tune Squadron Jersey. Complex. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ Space Jam 2 that will make gloriously dark as hell. Retrieved 2020-10-12. Not to mention Lola Bunny is an icon, and we want him to get the glory he deserves. ^ 15 Slam - Dunk Facts About Space Jam. www.mentalfloss.com. 2018-09-20. Retrieve 2020-10-12. Lola Bunny said about the scene
with blond cheerleader, a feminist catchphrase (Don't Call Me Doll), with impressive games on the court. He doesn't demand that audiences fall in love with him even before the Bugs. ^ EDT, Rocco Marrongelli on 7/27/20 at 4:07 PM (2020-07-27). For Bunny Bugs' 80th birthday, here's a guide to all the Looney Tunes on HBO Max.Newsweek. Retrieved 2020-
10-12. It's particularly remarkable that fans lola Bunny (voice here by Kristen Wiig) gets some time to excel in this series, after appearing to stretch it in the film space in Jam. ^ Atchison, Sean (September 11, 2017). Draw for you: 15 stars drawing lower (you were totally attracted to them). Retrieved January 17, 2018. ᘂ Wilding, Robin (May 1, 2012). 25
Sexiest Cartoon Babe. Career Animation Review. Retrieved March 16, 2018. ^ Revealed: The Cartoon Characters Who Cartoon World Gets Their Cut • Dateingroo US. Dateingroo US. Retrieved 2020-10-12. Lola Bunny is the world's most dig for sex icon cartoon Anime ^ Frishberg, Hannah (2020-08-21). Oh, margin! Americans are strangely turned on by
those cartoon characters below. New York Post. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ Study reveals what cartoon characters who cartoon are gross horny for &amp; of course shrek's on it.pyeestrian TV. 2020-09-12. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ Defending's 'Lola Bunny Lola Bunny because he was a needed heroin'. Hustle. Retrieved 2020-10-12. Because, everything is
wrong with Lola, there is good stuff even now is worth nothing. He's confident. He was talented. He was being anxious. ᖻ 102077939562084 (2019-05-02). Fetishization of space jam: How Lola Bunny leads to furries. Popdust. Retrieved 2020-10-12. Unlike many other hot cartoon characters lower, Lola just have an attractive character design that would later
become sexualized by fans. Instead, Lola Bunny was canonically hyper-sexualized and fully intended to be constantly ogle, both by in-world character and technique. CS1 Main: Numeric Names: Author List (Links)^10 Best Romance From Youth Designs. CBR. 2020-02-11. Retrieved 2020-10-12. This would allow two drivers banten who were to an end
playing in the historic rabbits and to another a genuine, refreshing challenge. Such a romance would be reunited at the Looney Tunes Show, as the two would experience a new relationship with a much more alive and vapid Lola Bunny who was always beautiful and funny to watch. ᘂ Goldman, Eric (8 May 2012). The Looney Show: Bugs and Doffy's New Life
Website. Among the cast's voices, you'll hear a remarkable couple of Saturday Night Live cast members. Kirsten Wiig plays Lola Bunny, a character first introduced to Space Jam, who gets a very different portrait here. Said Cervone, I love this Lola. I love this kind of Katherine Hepburn-esque, crazy, but good character. He's got a lot from his layer and
Kirsten does a phenomenal job. ^ Dapul, Motzie (2019-01-17). 10 Excellent reboot fan designs. WhatCulture.com. Retrieve 2020-10-12. One of the best character updates of this show was that of Lola Bunny, who was introduced to Jam Space Films as little more than a sex object giving bugs a love interest. As if in response to his first appearance, The Lola
of this show is spread – brains, weird, and incredibly off-set, making leagues much more interesting and funny as a result. ^ 'Looney Tunes: Bunny Run DVD Review. Rotoscopers. 2015-08-04. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ Sandler, Kevin S. (1998). Reading the Rabbit: Exploration of Warner Bros. Animation. Rutgers University Sur. ISBN 9780813525389.
Retrieved 27 November 2019. ^ Maloney's Fashion Show. Television Academy. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ 2013 BTVA Voice Acting Award. Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 2020-10-12. ^ 2015 BTVA Voice Acting Award. Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 2020-10-12. Retrieved from » byMark HentemannDirected byRon HughartStarringBrian Dunkleman
Brian PosehnMark HentemannOpening Terms Fought by Flaming LipsComposerJames L. VenableCountry of OriginUniteNoited. in episodes13ProductionExecutive producerBill FreibergerMark HentemanAby TerkuhleMarian DavisProducerKara VallowitorRob DesalesRunning Time2 MinuteProduction Bros. TV AnimationTMTV AnimationDistriborWarner
Bros. TV DistributionMTV NetworksReleaseOriginal network AMTVOriginal releaseNovember 7, 2002 (2002-11-07) -16 January, 2003 (2003-01-16) 3-South is an Animated American series hosted on MTV from MTV from 7 November 2002 to January 16, 2003. Show of focus on the two friends, Sanford and Del, and their adventures at the Barder Barder
College are fixed. [1] With the exception of the Joe rooms, almost everyone in Barder is stupid and inept. However, the idiotic, irresponsible, and uncontinual Sanford and Del Ellis are reported as the serial heroes', whereas the Guardian, Smart Joe is the villain of defacto in most episodes. [2] The series was created by Family Guy veteran writer Mark
Hentemann, loosely based on Mark's College Day at University Miami. It's the only animated series produced for MTV by Warner Bros. Animation. Creator Mark Hentemann would later go on to create Bordertown for Fox, which also runs for just one season. The show's theme song is the Flamming Songs' Song Fight test of the Yoshimi Battles robots album
are pink. Main character Sanford Reilly – voice by Brian Dunkleman. Sanford is a fat, oafish, very strong showing little consideration for others. It has a very broken sense of humor, believing in the value of scatophilia and taking stupid. As Del's best friend, she often takes the lead in adventurous dots. In Fraternity, it is revealed to be diabetic and has to take
insulin for it. Del Swanson – voice by Brian Posehn. Del is Sanford's lifelong friend, similarly stupid, but more reserved and considerable. While Sanford is hopeless baby, Del shows off a few sheer in intelligence of his own surprise. It's very short and prone to have a little better luck with women than Sanford ever does. Actor Brian Posehn gives Del a distinct
low voice, droning voice, similar to the one used for Jim Kuback on the adult live animated Mission Hill series. Joe Gote – voice by Mark Hentemann. The most intelligent and miserable student in Barder, Joe is forced to go to Barder College because he did not accept Harvard (due to the fact that Harvard stuffed their quotas to white students). She has
dreams of being a doctor, but she's still going through luck with idiotic students and facilitating the school's poor, including a very strict medical center. As Del and Sanford's dirty, he endures the crude and stupid on a daily basis. Todd Wolfschmitmansternotwitz – Voice by Brian Posehn. The R.A. on Del and Sanford's floor, Todd is a gross loss with a high,
hook and several medical conditions, including albinism. Todd has particular his entire life, often mentioning his father loudly and inability to deal with ordinary issues. She's always ignored by students on her floor despite her good intentions, and she has a tendency to blind follow regulations and regulations. Ed Bickel – voice by Mark Hentemann. A mountain
of living on the Floor of the Todd. Ed often hang out with Del and Sanford and show many distinguished stereotypical habits, including a distinctly stupid laugh. Although as dumb as everyone else, it sometimes provides helpful information and still has a demeanor of joy. Dean Earhart – voice by Jeffrey Tambor. A barder Dean Earheart deals with many fails at
the school on a daily basis. She's neurotic, dishonesty, and awful in her work. She has a female blonde assistant named Linda, who serves as voice reason why she voices. Felicity – voice by Lori Alan. Felicity has another country on top of obsession over Del Del since high school, and only enrolled in Barder in hopes of still having with him. Her dorm room
is filled with photos of Del all over the place. At one point, Del had to file a restraining order against him only for him to injunct him to think he was all an understanding. She's still going to uproot the hair of herself to dress for Del, in hopes that one day she will marry Del and bring kids with her. He still will be bickers with Sanford. Cindy Reilly - Voice by
Kathleen Wilhoite. Is the sanford room, inattractif, older sister alcohol, who is a junior at Barder. In the first episodes, he spent the summer, only for one of his friends to give him a celebrated bet, which gets his drink all over again. A common gag running of the show is it is getting hit by a car, as well as flashing its weaning. It has also been banned from eating
in the cafeteria for its antiques. Dr Heminger – Doctor of Barder College College. It's not very useful when it comes to helping students on the school yard, and doesn't seem to know anything about his profession. He also abused medicine. Episodes Series benefits EpiEpisodOriginally airedFirst airEdLast aircrafteNetwork113November 7, 2002 (2002-11-07)
January 16, 2003 (2003-01-16) MTV Episodes No.TitleWritten byOriginal Date Le1Colej MaterialMake HentemanNovenber 7, 2002 (2002-11-07) Idiotic friends Sanford Riley and Del Swanson move to their new dorm at the bar-renting and anti-intellectual Barder College, where they have to contend with their new, brain twist, Joe (who is forced to enroll there
after Harvard stuffed their quotas to white male students) and try to pass their first semester after missing out in all classes. 2 Stomach PonpDave Jeser &amp; Matt SilversteinNoveber 14, 2002 (2002-11-14) Sanford gets the bitch of a bully woman after stealing her personalized T-shirt. Meanwhile, Dean Earhart must boost interest in Barder College... and
he gets his wish when Joe volunteers create a fully functional pump for students suffering from alcohol poisoning. 3 New friends PujolasNovember 21, 2002 (2002-11-21) Sanford fears that Del will become Mr. Popular after Del makes friends with the newspaper club. 4Noun I am Todd W. Bill FreibergerNovem 28, 2002 (2002-11-28) Todd throws part of an
attempt at being cool, but, after falling on himself, he fell from a window (and onto Dean Earhart), Todd was joining R.A. duties he finished at Alcoholics Anonymous, where he falls for Sanford's sister. 5 Del Vin IllReid HarrisonDecember 5, 2002 (2002-12-05) Del forgot his clothes on his way to a campus football game and ends up with an embarrassing cold,
worse when Sanford caught his sick friends and discard a smoking cigar part. 6 FraternityMak HentemanDecember 12, 2002 (2002-12-12) Sanford and Del Get were tricked by a group of at-home town campuses that promised to be a fixing brotherhood, but when cities selected Del More than Sanford decided to join the Sigma Phi House—home to a
psychotic fee named Randy Shaner. 7 Coke DrugeErik SommersDecember 19, 2002 (2002-12-19) Sanford and Del Desperately try to get Coca Cola out of a soda machine and resort to flying from Joe's backyards. Meanwhile, Joe finds out the Bachelor doctor who no one swallowed has ever graduated from Barder College, and decided to take his revenge
on the school after being mugged by Shaner. 8 Midnight DelSteve CallaghanJanuary 2, 2003 (2003-01-02) Barder College celebrates the Midnight Yell (a college tradition where students call dom windows to relieve stress from mid term), but Del ends up in trouble when he participates. 9 Joe Get the ExpertSPool Fourie &amp; Alan CrossJanuary 9, 2003
(2003-01-09) Joe sets up an interview to get transferred to another college, but he covers it when it comes high after eating Del and Sanford's slices of pizza and marijuana leaves on them and ends expulsions from Barder after Dean Earhart hides Joe's passing over the polar polar head on Dean's stylus. Meanwhile, Sanford and Del Are called upon by a
stoner student named Berger to look after her marijuana plant (which she refers to as an oregano facility). 10 100 Yr. Yr. Old ManDave Lewman &amp; Joe LissJanuary 16, 2003 (2003-01-16) Dean Earhart attempted to construct money from an alumnus Barder College alumnus who won the lottery. Meanwhile, Sanford and Del Barder Barder College's 200-
year-old mascot: 100-year-old sTRAPPING Young Boys, who assure presence Barder will beat the point spread in football games. 11Top ChenDave Jeser &amp; Matt SilversteinUnaired (Unaired) Joe gets invited to a party of sorite that ends up being a broken call out dog show where is hunters bringing in ugly men as their date. 12 Cock TalePaul Fourie
&amp; Alan Crossunaired (Unaired) Sanford and Del lose all their money in a milo poker game, and keep their cockfights make up the difference. Meanwhile, Joe finds a strong study place and meets a college student named Max who, like Joe, is the only smart student at a University of Idiot, with the two fleets exposing Barder's wedit so they can rebuild the
school as an intellectual paradise. [3] 13Fo I.D. Pat Pujolasunaired (Unaired) A Nobel Prize winner came to Barder to give a speech but lost his wallet — which ends in Sanford's possession, which he uses to score beer at a local bar. [4] Reference ^ Perlmutter, David (2018). Animated TV encyclopedia of American anime. Fixment &amp; Littlefield. pp. 639–
640. ISBN 978-1538103739. ^ Erickson, Hal (2005). TV cartoon show: An ilistrated encyclopedia, 1949 until 2003 (2nd help.). McFarland &amp; Co.p. 845. ISBN 978-1476665993. ^ 3 South - Season 1, Episode 12: - TV.com. TV.com. CBS Interactive. Retrieved 25 January 2015. ^ 3 South - Season 1, Episode 13: False I.D. - TV.com. TV.com. CBS
Interactive. Retrieved 25 January 2015. External Link Wikiquote contains quotations related to: 3-South 3-South on IMDb Retrieved from
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